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‧CXP-Tomahawk Bullpup Bolt-Action Sniper Rifle is designed and manufactured by ICS, which improves all the 

defects from other sniper rifles in the market. Casting off the limitation from the conventional appearance and 

mechanical structure and adding the design to ensure its tremendous performance. The Bullpup design can 

maximize the length of the barrel. The 61cc enlarged cylinder provides sufficient pneumatics force.

‧Out of the box, it comes with MASTER MODS 510mm inner barrel, R-Hop rubber, and  three-way adjustable TDC 

Hop-Up chamber, which is capable to shoot heavier BBs, performing a straight and steady trajectory. 

Top Feeding Magazine
(capacity 50 rounds)

Stainless Steel
61cc Cylinder

Three-way Adjustable
TDC Hop Up Chamber

CNC Machined Receiver

M1913 Picatinny Rail

CNC Machined
Aluminum Outer Barrel

Inner Barrel Stabilizer

Bullpup design

Quick-Detachable
Hop Up & Outer Barrel 

Bolt-Action

Stainless Steel Spring
Guide And Sear

Quick-Detachable
Rubber Butt pad



Applied anodizing treament on the CNC machined receiver, makes it a
better resistance of scratching and wearing.



Bolt-Action

Bolt-Action is a simple but solid mechanical structure, it performs 
with the highest shooting accuracy by getting rid of unnecessary 
components.

The Stainless Steel 
61cc Cylinder

Applied with a 61cc cylinder, which can use heavier BBs 
to effectively increase shooting stability and range. 
Thanks to this, it improves the gaming experience. The 
vacuum metalizing treatment enhances surface hardness 
and smoothness, performing the effortless while pull the 
lever.



CNC machined 
One-piece
Metal Hop-Up

CNC machined Hop-Up with anodizing treatment, leading to 
a better precision and resistance of scratching. Its solid 
weight can effectively reduces the vibration while shooting.

Three-way 
Adjustable TDC 
Hop Up Chamber

Specially equipped with three-way adjustable TDC Hop Up 
chamber. The dial on the top is to adjust the height of the 
trajectory, and the screws on both sides is to adjust the left and 
right of the trajectory. Compared to regular Hop Up, this unique 
Hop Up is more convenient for you to do fine adjustment, 
featuring a more stable shooting performance. 



MASTER MODS
Inner Barrel and 
R-Hop Rubber

Equipped with precise MASTER MODS, the inner barrel with 
MASTER MODS R-Hop rubber can be easily adjusted, 
performing better shooting accuracy. (510mm or above AEG 
inner barrel is recommended, compatible with TM spec AEG 
Hop Up rubber.)

Inner Barrel 
Stabilizer

The new designed inner barrel stabilizer is to keep the inner 
barrel centered. To avoid from wobbling, achieving better 
shooting accuracy. (This item can be purchased, installed 
quantities depends on your preference.)



Quick-Detachable 
Hop Up & Outer 
Barrel Assembly

No need to disassemble the whole gun while doing 
maintenance and tuning process, Quick-detachable 
design makes the whole process much easier.

Quick-Detachable 
Spring Guide

With the quick-detachable spring guide feature, provides a 
more efficient way to comply with different limitation and 
requirement in all games and fields by changing the spring.



Trigger Safety

The intuitive push-and-pull design is very easy to use, the 
safety is more secure while not in game. 

Top Feeding 
Magazine
(capacity 50 rounds)

CXP-Tomahawk is the only top-feeding Bolt-Action sniper rifle 
in the market, performing a smooth movement without 
blocking eyesights while loading magazine.



Adjustable
Cheek Rest

Three-height level cheek rest can be adjusted simply by 
adjusting 2 screws.

Quick-Detachable 
Rubber Butt Pad

You can add extra rubber butt pads according to your own 
habit, to extend the whole gun to an appropriate length.



TOMAHAWK
UPGRADE KIT

EXTENSION TUBE 

STEEL SPRING GUIDE WITH THRUST BEARING
MT-95

PISTON CUP WITH AIR BRAKE
MT-92

VARIABLE CAPACITY RING
MT-94

VARIABLE MASS PISTON
MT-93

TMH TWISTED FLUTING OUTER BARREL 20.8"
MT-96

TMH TWISTED FLUTING OUTER BARREL 15"
MT-97



MODEL OPTION

Gun specs will be set differently according to the required 
settings from each market, the specifications listed above 
are for general use only.

SPECIFICATIONS

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Spring

910 mm

510 mm

2963 g

120 m/s (393 FPS)

50 rounds max.

Nylon Fiber

M120

ICS-450

IMD-450-1


